
This sheet’s VERY like a sign-
board, over-counter in an old

Boston Deli, all-nite all week

across back alley from dept.

store i was wartime vet nite

watchman. My first suash pie!



Why do Human Hearts
reach out beyond their
ken?  Why do Human Souls
journey forth and there commune with Gods?
 There are no Men and Gods!  There is no Sky and Ground!  

There is no one, but Mother One Singing!

Trailside Paper: The fold- 
ed papers piled in the box are 
made in small batches on tuf, 
durable, snow-proof Trailside 
Paper, a favorite of reindeer 
herders in the Far North.  On 
both sides, colorfully printed 
in inks from apple, banana, & in inks from apple, banana, & 
cucumber peels, they are fin- 
-ally coated with dried juices 
of the Hibiscus plant.
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Professional Tip: THEOLOGY=> At really useful depth,
Tarot discusses the exact same Objects & Kinds of THEO-
LOGY that YOU actually think about; .&: All other aspects
of it are utterly ignored; .. WOW: You can do Moral Rea-
soning for yourself now, .. OF COURSE Tarot MUST do
all that. Okay so far? .. ProTip=> Spot the Theology of a
TAROT ARTIST=> Look at the deck's DEVIL Card!  Our 
magic vanishes the Satan mask the Renaissance gave the
old Goat God for awhile, but vanishes him too. ... Our 
equivalent card has a mask of anguish plus thoughts you
could tell an anguished child. ..   It is “O=OhNo”.

HOW THIS KIND   Reading spread-out pictures
OF STUFF WORKS    (with dice scattered on them) is
like piecing together accelerating clues in fast paced
Detective Movies brewed by award-winning Bark-
ing Mad Writers (Except: In a whole life of Tarot,
you always learn something new). .. .. Friend, a
>CLEAR DESCRIPTION< of that MENTAL PROCESS,
and you'll really enjoy it when it goes well, .. Is on
the VERY TOP of YOUR PAPER PILE, on “Pg 1”, my
Guide To Life. .. Obviously more questions will
be addressed, but there it is in a nut shell. -sr   

“Standard Play” We're playing the old worldwide
idea that divination should be done thru a game of
chance, always with mythic content and ritualized
gestures.   OUR “STANDARD PLAY” CONSISTS OF:  1:Ask
the Oracle a sincere question in a proper manner.
2:Set out some symbolic objects on a symbolic map.
3:Throw some symbolic dice at them. 4:Interpret
results. (We use Tarot.)  We also imagine its use in
culture;  mostly a party game for making friends. ..
OUR MYTH: (Reconstructed by a historical novelist.)
IT'S LATE PLEISTOCENE!!, old fashioned hick country
close by the sane Mother worship folks M.G. tells of,
see.  Their up-hill Old Country neighbors loved this
myth. .. It's how the Human-friendly wizard Odin,
working with a Committee of Tired Women, brought

the powers of Prayer and Prophecy to Humans.
Here: www.stoneriley.com/get3rdtarot

Settle down, Settle Down. !Listen up! .. HELLO:
 I'm an old Anti-War Army Medical Corps Wartime 
Corporal .. and I Still Know Close-Order Drill!! ..
 ..  =>So settle down .. =>or i'll give you push-ups
or swab your nose, or even harsher treatment.
 .. .. .. .. ..Thank you!!

*Alphabeticon Fortunetelling Tool*
Our RULE BOOK  .. ..:Item #1
  Which starts with Item #1.1: .. Definitions
Rules should start with basic definitions, so, for use in 
operating our Amazing Magic Toy here, i offer::
  4 BASIC DEFINITIONS:: 
1st: “Fortuneteller” .. A psychic in public service, with a 
Soul fragrant of ancient Fire Dance and mushrooms.

2nd: “Diviner” .. A fortuneteller come in from the woods in 
hopes of decent work, and .. !Professional Success!!

3rd: “Light or Dark” Magic .. Means GENEROSITY or 
GREED. ..  It seems that most Humans choose one or the 
other quickly, when you first dive into these easily-forgotten 
Common Waters, .. Somehow, many of us blindly guess we 
have discovered powers that everyone does not have.

4th: The Epic Struggle .. ANY Vow Of Generosity you take, 
any reason, .. Can FORCE you to deal with these people, ..
.. And the other Humans WILL ask you to. .. I'll estimate this:
.. Unpredictable in your Every Day, .. I mean if you choose 
Good in your moment, then this is later. ..
.. Then i estimate::  Maybe 2 or 3 times, .. Some ordinary 
person bothered by such a “dark” magician, .. But, see, the 
Person's eyes opened enuf to see the Magic on YOU, .. And 
this is Truth:: In your moment stepping in to be Fortuneteller, 
if you took up Generosity then? .. 2 or 3 times someone, 
driven by our INBORN HUMAN WISDOMS, .. will glance 
at you, then walk up and ask for help with a “dark” magician.

So there you go .. !!The Rule Of Rightful Courage!!
YES, for Divine Generosity DOES attract Divine Strength.
And those of true heart may ask, Isn't that enuf? .. ?Do self-
respecting Fortunetellers need more rules than that? !!YES!!
?Why? .. .. .. Writing rules is an ancient natural way of 
teaching magics everywhere in the human world.

Of Course, We're NOT Making
 This Up  .. .. :Item #1.2

The Anti-Stupid-Fortuneteller Rule.  It says::
!!We're Not Making This Up!!

“FALSE MAGICIAN” is a CLOWN ACT that's brought 
Hilarity and RIDICULE to Ancient Tibet, .. Chaucer, .. All 
established churches, .. The Arctic North and no doubt Pat-
agonia, .. Elsewhere everywhere our species- have trod. ..
.. I mean this specifically:: PRACTICING MAGIC while 

you BELIEVE that what you're doing is FAKE. .. Oh you, 
you, don't conjure Ridicule by diddling Theory too long.
.. For worldwide, Fate seems to hold in store a Reasonable 

Probation period, .. To finally BELIEVE the proofs before 
your eyes, .. If you're even got Beginner's Luck of starting out 
doing Good Things SO EASY, .. If that's you or not, .. Soon 
the guards of your heart must open E X T R E M E LY  
W I D E ,  .. to accept that Human Psychic Powers ARE REAL,
and UNIVERSAL ..
.. Or else best and honestly just lay down the Work, ..
.. Before the Hand Of Fate gets round to jotting: YOU

on the menu of the Hound Of Public Scorn.
.. The Most-Famous Documented Case:: Among Reindeer 

Herding people further north, must have round the 1830's::
.. We know, by a Detailed Entertainment Report:: Some 
Famous Shaman took a tent's stage, did this::
.. .. Did a great self-deprecation comedy routine to a roaring tent,
deprecation of his own silliness when newly come into the trade::
.. Story's he's a Young Man, .. SWORN to BE A PIRATE, .. But 
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accidentally got caught in somebody's “bun bin”, .. and inherited 
somebody's Soothing-Healing practice!! .. Cribbed the healing 
mumbo-jumbo from the dying Doctor Father-In-Law ..  Aston-
ished that IT WORKS!!.
.. A comical Male Youth with Life's New Juice overflowing from 
him, .. But stubbornly refuses to see the Grand Scheme where he's
NOT a pirate, .. We Yuck at happy patients comforting this weird 
kid's guilt, the dead doctor with him, at being a FAILED THIEF ..
somewhere very far from here.
.. And a wandering reporter from a Saint Peter's Burg newspaper 
wrote it down, .. Or else i wouldn't know it happened.
.. Now, obviously i CAN'T reproduce every word,
But that reporter gave details i'm sure i remember,
.. And HERE's the Whole Gist:: .. In one joke, there's an all-
night vigil, .. Poor patient's bleeding finally stops, or Dangerous 
Fever breaks, .. some such Very Fine Good, Very Well Achi-
eved, .. So dropping out of dizzying HOURS of his “MUMBO-
JUMBO” trance, .. Lays his valuable collection of Exotic Foreign 
Musical Instruments aside, .. all of it MUMBO-JUMBO of 
course, .. (to agonizing Kid Pirate, =>who's bitterly 
complaining that he feels-tied-down.<=) .. And realizes that
=>!! HE'D BETTER SHT!! <=!!, .. .. So then:: :: :: Fella says::
He goes out to Nature's URGENT Cry :: :: !!FALLS OFF A 
CLIFF!!, says he's all huffed, Can NOT Stand a friendly universe
ANY more, REFUSES to “obey” Guiding Light, .. even as far as 
a safe place to sht, .. NO Moon, Intuition says  <<there<  so he 
stumbles down\ the straight-down Cliff Face Route instead. .. 
Beat up pretty bad, so began believing in a Friendly Universe.
.. So says the old newspaper.  ..Don't let that happen to you.

So the: =>Anti-Stupid-Fortuneteller Rule<=
      Says:: .. If you DON'T know what you're doing,
      And:: .. You don't even WANT to figure it out,

      !! THEN JUST PLEASE STOP !!

This playtime-pretend curp-shd stuff we
are FREAKNG “magic” doing here, all this
happy unicorn poo we're psycho-mythos
amateur-dramaing, f|ar beyond jung, in

this redicalus yogi-mind flavor of a Tarot 
Boxed Card Set!! .. (See, I mean all

this Pretend i'm pretending's normal)
!!* It really really really HELPS *!!

?Seeking Occult Adventure expert status?
Understand this:: The Tarot deck's a dim-

-lit striving stumbling hike thru prickle
shrubs, thru a lushly alive vaguely-seen

place lushly alive with sentient presences. ..
(compare the i ching's quiet summer palace)

This, like all  Tarot is, is an OCCULT ADVENTURE
high-skill  game toy, and Profound Mythic Pretend is

dance practice. Now you kno more real magic   

Rulebook for Alphabeticon .. Item #1.3
Our .. Philosopher Rule ::

: : w h i c h  s a y s : :
“Figure out the universe the VERY best you can,
for YES, .. i'm sorry but .. that IS YOUR JOB.”
Would you object to me telling you another story, without
 me being intrusive? .. Okay? .. So let me tell you MY BIG

POINT in this section:: If i can be a Philosopher, then YOU
CAN TOO. .. True philosophy, of course, IS Love's Seeking

of Understanding of The Universe,
 .. NOT (usually) a claim that you've found it.

So i'll just flop a philosophical question out on the table::
 >THESE “Game Instructions” are NOT like you

EXPECTED, .. Why is that?  This is an Oracle, not an
“ordinary” game, may the Good Gds help us,.. ORACLE then

shaped neat into a MAGIC Game, .. Oracle shaped into a Magic
PLAY-TOY, ..PROFOUND Purpose: To conjure out the Brilliant
Child from You, .. To amuse you, Brilliant Child, out of any safe
hiding .. In my opinion, really here is a UNIQUE TOY. .. .. Or
even squeeze my thinking??  .. I KNO this BOX-OF-SOMETHING

IS full of wonders, .. An old craftsman SHOULD kno, ..  WAS
cobbled up by a long-time resident of a famous region Thick

in Witches. .. Ipso facto all of that, Whatchmacall it 's
got dibs on UNIQUE. .. SO: if i'm making sense,

We MUST seek understanding of a Magical Universe,
(because we live in one).

These instructions are DIFFERENT than expected.  Because:

>>Old Magicians Telling Their Tricks, .. That's what this 
Rulebook and this whole toy is, .. For that's the very Definition of
every Oracle, .. Yes, we are EXPLORING the WORLD anew, 
and it's the REAL world too, aren't we, you and i? .. .. You and i 
should >MAKE MAPS FOR OTHERS< shouldn't we? .. I do that.

Old Magicians Telling Their Tricks ::
Have you delved before into this weird literature?  It's fun.  It's 
beyond amazing and all over the Human World. .. old Codger's 
map notes. .. Mine are where i've gone so far that seemed to work
okay. .. And in duty to you, i must do my best. which includes:.

Rulebook for Alphabeticon .. Item #1.4

Our: ”FREE FLOWERS” Rule
(> This says your SOUL is a FLOWER.<)

.. And it says: .. DON'T Pretend
 To be a “SINGLE WHOLE BEING” .. Not Of Any Sort, .. ?

WHY NOT? .. Because we're OBVIOUSLY not!,
 .. Not any of us are a “s in g l e  w ho l e  b e in g” ,

 not if our psychic powers are real,
&And .. J U S T  A C C E P T  I T: :

OUR PSYCHIC POWERS ARE REAL.
~That is  the end of our Rulebook.~

*Alphabeticon Fortunetelling Tool*

The Set's Components .. ..:Item #3
The Standard Steps  .. .. .. ... ..:Item #3.1

All the components listed below have notes about their 
use in Standard Play, me wagering that you'll give the 
thing a proper go.  So here's a list of the steps.

1. Ask the Oracle a sincere question in a proper manner, in-
cluding a little invocation for Odin's all-seeing eye to rise.

2. Laying Out: Set out 3 symbolic objects (cards with the 
pictures up) on a symbolic map (layout board). All things
can be interpreted freely to fit your question, desperate hope,
or personal life.  Boards have distinct areas you can assign
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meaning, offering places to put a card, always picture up. A
“Scenic Guide” to your board is printed along one edge.
3. Throw: Gently !!TOSS!! 3 dice, !!One At A Time!!, at
the pictures. Pick a dice from the box bottom where all  the
dice live:: =>Pick what you want 1 time, .. 2 with your eyes
shut,<= .. Think, .. Toss, .. Repeat that 3 times.
  3b. Scoring:  Every dice gets a relationship with every card.
In relation to a card, a dice either: ..||.. 1:Grabbed (stopped 
on or partly on) ..||.. 2:Deflected (rolled or bounced off) ..||.. 
3:Ignored (didn't touch but you didn't want to) ..||.. 4:Hugged 
(grabbed a card you aimed for). .. Use this in interpreting.
4. Interpret your results.  ?How? It's my project so we are
doing this with Tarot.  These cards here were borrowed, with 
theory-driven reformatting, from US. popular culture's current
main-form Tarot deck. =>So your finished piece here will 
resemble readings that we jot out in a hurry.<=  (What i 
call the “Town Of Cards spread”.)  Ta ro t  IS  mys te r ious .  
BUT: In this box you'll find brief help in two papers titled 
“Guide To Life” and “Extracted Doings”. Still interested?
In that 2nd there's a link to my printable FREE DOWNLOAD

TAROT HANDBOOK.  >Even more: Also a link to a blog post 
about the “Town Of Cards Spread”.
>NOTE ON RULES: In steps 1-3 there are elaborate rules gover-
ning absolutely everything you do, with Party-Type Penalties. 
Invent your own!  =>But: Everyone who plays is supposedly 
the Hero-Outlaw Odin!! But even worse:: FOR SERIOUS DIS-
PUTES:: Idle bystanders vote as the Hag Committee.
>PENALTY EXAMPLE:  When you ask your question there's a 
little invocation that's serious about your duty, for in it you 
give your pledge to be SINCERE.  People are spontaneous 
with the invocation but it has an Exact Wording another player
might “order” you to use, without laughing, while they  point at
“INSINCERITY PENALTY” in the “Various Penalties” section of 
Game Play.   They could “order” the Extreme Penalty!  That  
says you repeat 6 times, no laughs, and your voice rising to
falsetto!!! .. Oh Well!!  >>IDLE<< Bystanders are the Hag 
Committee, NOT players or self-appointed judges.

The Components List Itself  ... ..:Item #3.2
Info About Standard Play. .. Much more is told about com-
ponents and all else in Game Play. .. To understand the eye 
see section: “The Scandalous Mystery Of Odin's Right Eye”.

@A pile of 11 folded papers,  .. Printed on both sides 
on lettersize snow-resistant Trailhead Paper. .. Always 
put them in order by the “Pg” number seen near the top 
right of almost all papers. .. Sorted into order, you see 
the 11 papers are gathered into 7 “sheets” as shown just
below. Stapling them together is cheating.

Sht#1: Guide To Life  . ||.   Sht#2: Game Instructions  .||.
Sht#3: Game Play >The Myth, its characters, obviously also
the requisite Optional Magic Charms.  .||.  Shts#4 &5: Lay-
out Boards 1&2, 3&4. .||. Sht#6: Extracted Doings >All the
cards' text & Odd Packets that didn't find a home. .||. Sht#7:
Box Liners >If they were glued in the box top & bottom in
first-time set-up, they are there. |||> Letter-size is small,
but you've got compact cards and normal-size dice, & a 
rule says Toss Gently. |||> Why call them Boards?  This 
is all on paper you could lay out on a wet log in tundra.

@A Deck of "Singing Fish" Alphabet Cards,  Pretty gen-
erous Tarot-card width, but height cut down to square. ..

They mimic kids' alphabet cards in certain ways. .. Ev-
ery Face has a mind-catching picture, .. Backs are orna-
mental text of that Tarot card's multiple explanations, per
a professional's crib sheets. .. But the explanations are 
memorable like nursery rhymes. .. . .. There are only 30
cards:: .. A-Z are the Tarot Major Arcana plus the Tarot 
Aces. .. The cards 1, 2 & 3 are a heartbeat rhythm i feel
in the Tarot Majors, .. Blank: is the blessed state of my 
Zen practice. (To counteract exciting gaming aspects.) ..

|||>Note 1: Maybe you want to separate your feelings for 
the picture versus its text? Why not?:: A picture is a “Soul” 
and its text is called “Doings”.  |||>Note 2: Certain cards & 
dice (blank-1-2-3 group) those  can be played as signals to 
make HUMAN STORY RHYTHM visible on the board. (One of 
2 BIG options in “Optional Magic Charms” in Game Play.)

|||>Story Time Example:  Your Desire: Info how to END a situ-
ation; Your Question: Name the situation;  Your Board: Any with a
strong power concentration area; Your Set-Out: “3” picture in that 
area;; Your Toss: Any dice that get more specific; Your Results: 
Maybe entirely about ending it.  |||>2nd Story Time Example:
Your Desire: Reveal the HIDDEN ORIGIN of something;  Your
Question: Sincerely sarcastic;  Board: Has an area that looks like 
its home base; Set-Out: An ugly picture of it there; Your Toss: Pelt
it with the “1” dice hard like it's going to flip over. ... A few more
examples here: “Optional Magic Charms” in Game Play.

@A Set of 30 "Singing Stone" dice, one corresponding 
to each fish, .. You get unmarked dice with symbols on 
stickers you must attach during first-time set-up. .. The 
symbols are called “Sigils” and each dice gets 6 of the 
same sigil.  |||>Note: Putting all those little stickers on 
properly is a chore, but it's another  BIG option in 
“Optional Magic Charms” in Game Play.

@External Box, stiff cardboard, printed all over in my 
Occult-Adventure art. .. The box top is the “Vision Pool
Of Odin's Eye” and the fishes live there. ... The bottom 
is the “Realm Below Dirt” and the stones live separately 
there, altho they “married” when you put the sigils on.

@Dirt-Colored Cloth Bag, big enuf for cards & dice. .. 
And it becomes the “Sandbank” beside the Vision Pool 
when you lay it down to be a work area.

*Alphabeticon Fortunetelling Tool*
First-Time Set-Up.. ..:Item #4

1: PREPARE THE DICE Described in Game Play in “Op-
tional Magic Charms”.  Why? You “marry” the cards & dice.

2: PREPARE THE BOX  This not your job. It's just putting
in the box liners:: Use directions on the back of their sheet to
cut apart, then glue them in if possible.. >>BUT a THEORE-
TICAL PROBLEM<<  During Design, I did not kno the Box 
Making Machine, a formidable opponent, i designed the liners 
manufactured in!!!  So please put in the liners. BUT =>You are 
not in the designed game!!   WHAT TO DO?  Pretend you never 
did it, and always act surprised from this point forward.

3: Throw it all back in.
The box lid has the WATER painting in it! Now turn it
up to make a container, and just throw all the parts in 
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it except the dice. Throw the dice into the box bottom. 
All else is now waiting for you in the Vision Pool.

4: Unfurl and explore.  Allow a bit of time for this.
First: Find COMPONENTS LIST. Easy if you sort the
papers per the Components List section about them. 
Next: Seek A STRONG IMPRESSION of the feel, the
NAMES on things, the maze of stuff in the Occult Adven-
ture Art, .. Sink thru a portal a bit, into the Worldwide 
Human Mythos. .. For your first time, try reaching out or
in, thru art, for a PHYSICAL sensation of a Mystic Wet-
land where a Famous Spring has an Oracle Spirit  with
an Ancient Legend. .. Welling up from the box lid onto 
your kitchen table. ..  Go ahead, let it happen.

5: Look ahead.  If you like, start looking for ways to 
use Divination, and such powers, to help people.

*Some Really Obvious Penalties*
Some penalties are obvious.  They don't even need a list, i'll just 
describe them. .. >Make Players Toss Gently:  All dice should 
always stop where your hand can reach!  (>If off the board you 
should re-toss) ; Just out of reach gets a Mild penalty ; Under  
furniture=>Severe ; Out a window=>Extreme.  I like it!

Obviously you must decide what “Mild” etc. mean, and it 
gets more complex.  Look: With the Sacred Invocation, .if 
you get even a Mild Penalty, then you should use the Exact 
Wording, .. Severe you're ORDERED to do it.  Right?  And 
since you're talking, Extreme demands falsetto.  A kind of 
devious brilliance.  It all makes sense.
But WHY? have i put all this nonsense in here for someone 
to point at and you to explain??  I'm SICK of this Cruelty 
Shd myself, =?>but Maybe YOU? ?you play with it?? The 
Good Gds know, it's part of fortunetelling work, .. You deal 
with it in your client's lives & in them, in yourself, OBVIOUS-
LY, .. So fiddle a little with crimes & punishments maybe?

*Some Really Obvious Magic Spells*
Some magic spells are obvious.  It's all in Human Story Instinct.
And we are conversing with our Inborn Humans in such a free
and cozy way!  So free, in the 70s critics labeled our new style
“Chaos” Magic, for they did not see we are bound by Geis and

Love to the Inner Path of Story Instinct.

*Einstein & A.Hitler :: My Reindeer Shaman
Story :: Is It True :: YES!!*

Of course, me, the Odin in me MADE You think it 
was !!in A TV STUDIO!!! didn't I? Well, fug me.

It wasn't even a big tent!! It's a dispersed people doing
herding in hard weather, relying on family, having family
gather where they work, the biggest warmest they have, 
a moderate-size tent stoutly made of weatherproof mat-
erial with all 31 Humans packed in, approximately.

That 1 WAS NOT a reporter!!  Self-funded INCO GNITO  
JO URNAL IST !!  (young Euro-Ethnic TALENTED WRITER sur-
viving on a growing interest in THE MATERIAL at home in Euro
Russia, and on a hopeless passion to be a >Science< Writer 
YOUNG female/male dressed male/female/old/bisexual to blend
in, (and that tent's likely in a Women's Camp), standing there

taking notes, destined to be a founder of Anthropology.)  If 
they didn't wrote it down you wouldn't kno it happened.

Guess What: The Great Shaman WAS, in fact, a !GREAT! 
SHAMAN for a people in desperate trouble, of the chaotic 
pressure of the Euro Empires' tumult, then engulfing all, He
ABSOLUTELY SWORN to KEEP THE ROUNDS. =>VISIT

EVERY STOP EVERY YEAR.<=  THO THE FAMILIES SHIFT, 
KEEP THE LAND. ..  .. .. Let his best stories teach them all.

.. .. But Surprise:: A region where a little civil war erupt-
ed for ownership of some Parisian magazines in 1832(!!)   
AND: He himself has a favorite book stall, in a fair on the 
route, with BOTH: A subscription to “The London Pictorial 
Monthly Review of Egyptian Antiquities” Plus: A FINE select-
ion of world maps. .. This camp, entering he felt the Beau-
tiful – Ridiculous Child waiting, like a chick in a nest, when 
his left foot passed thru the camp gate, but nothing more, not
even, when pressing thru up front, he passed close by the 
Strange Being with its lips pursed as if to speak.  

Understood nothing else until soon, when he's begun nor-
mally, up front, stand with back turned for your last private 
prayer, turn round to the first public prayer with eyes still 
shut, then you look, so you flash into the work.  This time it
was the Beautiful Child's eyes his eyes touched, and he saw
the huge situation.   This was that lifetime's ONLY chance 
to tell that world a story, and it's Good Luck that he did.

?NOW WHAT OF EINSTEIN & HITLER?  They stand 
for the bitterly polarized culture of European Empires thru 
which that entertainment, “The Reluctant-But-Okay Young 
Shaman”,  leaped to me then you.

*My Old Philosophical  Dialog Where Merlin Has
Trouble Contacting Mother Nature*

I needed mythic content recording then explaining something,
very personal to me of course. My astonishingly FAST transi-
tion from useless to useful in this lifetime, completed by the
time when I was writing.
In that half-gallon of years, I'd journeyed out from a cold Janu-
ary in a cold military jail full of petty brawlers and thieves. My 
crime: Resisting imperial war as a sub-sub-sub-sub-medical 
officer. Gone from there to standing with maybe 400 teacher-
leaders, with perhaps 4,000 US. Pagans, in a spiritual freedom 
movement scattered over our country, punished by police.
How was this transition so astonishingly swift, leaving me 
suddenly, and even now, so fit for action and so useful to 
people?  So i cooked up this dialog.
What did i learn?  How was it done?  It's in my blog now. 
=>In a web browser search for “Riley Druid Classroom”.  Then 
in the blog search for “Merlin In The Garden”.  You can see 
what i'm saying. .. In that transition, i'd openly and internally 
accepted my sincere worship of Divine Female Nature.

*Closing Summary Of Instructions*
Good Luck, Dear Friend, we all wish you the best,

but, really, who knows?
and anyway,

!!. Everything you loved here .!!
!!.. lives again in Game Play ..!!
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?NEED HELP UNDERSTANDING YOUR READING?

O F  C O U R S E  we offer good help for that,
>BUT YOU'RE ON THE WRONG SHEET OF PAPER<

It's in first and last papers if you ever sort them into
order, titles “Guide To Life” & “Extracted Doings”

* W O A H * . .  ! T h a n k  t h e  g o o d  g o d s ,  !!!  i've 

FOUND MY VOICE AGAIN!!  H i !  T his is me 
from the start of the Game Instructions! It's my turn
to talk again,  Yippie!  So please  just sit ANY-
WHERE, you're welcome.  I'm Medic Corporal.

~ ?What Is Standard Play? ~~ ?What Is Standard Play? ~
~Nutshell::  . .  ~Nutshell::  . .  Ask the Oracle properly,

Set out pieces on a map, Throw dice at them.

~Background::~Background::
>1. We've reformed Tarot into such a tame beast,  since 
the 1970's when its Renaissance started - It's become such 
a reliable counseling tool, - that its old Game Play got civ-
ilized right out of it. Sad loss, really.   Shall we try to fix 
that? >Mainly: Vastly Decrease complexity in some ways, 
vastly Increase complexity in others. I'm an old hand.

>2. 1st: Enormous Complexity: Renew MYTH!! .. In the 
1970s when we started, Tarot's myth was the Outcast Oth-
er-Ethnic Fortuneteller. We're not too socially acceptable 
for that, but too politically active.  Well, i'm a historian of 
sorts and we offer competent work: Merlin reconstructed 
in the latter Pleistocene :: Post-glacial .. Near dear MG's 
Holy-Mother-Worship, ceramic-artistic “Old Europe”.. 2 or
3 horse rides north, an UNCOUTH REGION. .. Steep-mountain
deep-river country, still bits of glacier melting: Steep big-
big hills, tall trees, huge floods. .. This figure's NOT out -
cast: OUTLAW. This Odin's a Prometheus figure , yet fore-
sees he's a Merlin ancestor, so will, at the very end of the 
story, bring mortal Humans the Psychic Fire of Prayer and 
Prophecy  =>&ESCAPES BETTER OFF THAN BEFORE.  Now 
is a Schematic Map, a thing of uncountable complexities .. 
Layout Board #1 of 4 in the box.

>3. 1st Big Simplify: Condense The Tarot Deck.  ..  
This was so obvious, it jumped up when i first set the 
problem out. .. Of course there's a traditional way to 
condense the deck:: Keep 1/3 of the cards,  the Major 
Arcana and Aces. .. I'd gotten fine results myself. ..  
Now suddenly saw the Big Stroke Of Luck=> That's 
26 cards, the same number as A-Z!! ..  Alphabet cards 
& blocks!!,  the world of Child's Play beckoned.

>And so, development continues.

~How To Play::  Detai led below.~How To Play::  Detai led below.
Standard play is a process of making your Inquiry of 
the Oracle, then set pieces out on a map, throw dice at
them. You MUST do everything properly but you get good
suggestions for magic charms.  That's  next in Myth & Roles,
and it's not simple story, but i do suggest reading it now.

~ The Odin Myth & Mythic Roles ~~ The Odin Myth & Mythic Roles ~
~ The MOST Essential People And Places ~

T h e  C a r d b o a r d  B o x ::   The top and bottom are 
extremely different places, so a horizontally small, but 
enormously tall play space is imagined. It even extends up
indefinitely past the box top, .. For that's a transparent 
membrane we even sometimes mix up with the patch of
Sky up above. .. That much is imagined.
The Box Top: THE VISION POOL OF ODIN'S EYE. .
A very thin layer of a reality.!!WOW::  ODIN'S LEFT

EYEBALL is hovering up and down inside this thin 
surface. >The FREE PUBLIC access point for ALL HUMAN 
FORTUNETELLING AND PRAYER, so this is a myth like Pro-
metheus, except this scofflaw wins.  You betcha!  . . =>The 
pool's liquid is the same that some Regular Gods above us, up
there even THEIR Immortal eyes could NOT ordinarily see, ..  
but they wash their eyes in this so they can spy down. F them.
We've got the BUM'S EYE. ... Other Notes: .. Here, in summer,  
knee l  by a  New England  bog pond,  l i t e  r i te ,  look  s ideways ,  
see i t. . . Of course Odin's Eye here 
is an opposite of Evil's Eye in Tolkien.
Poem: Close to molecular film down or up, 
micro-breezes a/o currents But>
Suddenly CLEAR.  FUN: Looking in or at, from 
above or below, in varying light, is  astonishing.

The Box's Bottom:  THE REALM BELOW DIRT.. It's my
little-kid tour of FAMOUS  CARLSBAD CAVERNS!! True,
and Carlsbad really deserves its fame. .. I am copying 
Tolkeen again, dreaming mythic lands into mythic fic -
tion. .. So compare: What if Noble Tolkien dreamed of
Odin's Myth instead of World War One? .. He builds a 
miners' industrial under-realm. .. Here: A much older 
realm! One he could have put below the old Ents if he
had detailed their young prime. .. Try seeing what he'd 
imagine here:: Endlessly deep unmapped hollow spaces, 
of & in a densely tangled web: HUGE foundation roots, 
anchoring all around that world of great trees. ..Indeed, 
even scientifically, that is a Realm Below Dirt. .. 
=>More fun under Odin's Horse & the Singing Stones.
Y O U R  K I T C H E N  T A B L E : :   Obviously NOT speci-
fically your KITCHEN table, but it does refer to hori -
zontal surface where you're allowed to play with toys.
But let this enter your mind, .. =>Say your “Kitchen 
Table” is part of some Ancient Human Settlement.

T H E  S A N D B A N K : :  THE  DIRT-COLORED CLOTH BAG,  
lain down flat,  i 'm guessing beside the Vision Pool.   
In Standard play, you might lay it there, Say LOUD:  
“Here's the Sandbank.” .. Slap it. ..  If you want Sing -
ing Fish to rise from the water or Singing Stones up  
thru the sand.  But that's  standard, you might want flying 
Fish & meteorite Stones.  See “Assorted Magic Charms”

Odin's Horse::::    {-Odin & Horse are friendly to Humans-} It 's a
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Great Tree, to me exactly New England's White-Pine 
Tree, The Tree Shading All Alike, In All Worlds,  It's 
Roots Shaping The Very Cavern Walls In The Realm Below 

Dirt,  But From Ground To Crown => Scene Of A 
Hero's Generous Bet & Triumph for us all.  .. .. The 
slippery rascal's Immortal Left Eye  had ALREADY  POPPED OUT Of
His Head, behind the patch!, way up there! When he bet it!! F them. 
>NOW:: imagine: This is a world's  incomprehensibly 
massive Shell  all made by ONE TREE.>SO: The Realm
Below  Dirt 's  caverns  are  made  by  this  tree's  roots.  >So
look::  Projected  on  the  sky  astrologically!!   Revealed::
R.B.D's  also  a  Boundary  Realm  CHURNED  between  Odin's
Horse's  Hooves and Deep Ground Cosmos.  Figure  tha t  one  out .
And more  about  The  Sun further  on,  but  here  i  think we'll
agree this makes visual  sense: The Sun (more later) can be a
Golden Fruit, conifer cone bursting seeds, in the branches.

O d i n : :   Old-Old Ancestral Mountain Forest Merlin,
{-Meaning: a great ancestor WIZARD, O F INLAND  HIGH  
REGIONS  AFTER  THE  GLACIERS  WENT AWAY,  IMMEDIATELY BY 
M.G 'S  BEAUTIFUL GODDESS-ART-WORSHIP “OLD  EURO PE”, 
ALSO  WATER COUNTRY.-}  . . In this world he's even The 
Only Wizard ::  Thru some forgotten bizarre quirk of 
Mommy Nature: FAMOUSLY Generous to Humans. .. 
We here in this production of the legend, staged on what -
ever you're seeing, We are tracking one of Odin's paths 
thru NORTHWEST EUROPEAN NATIVE L ITERATURE ,  thru 
which he's got MAZES of paths. But you INSTINCTIVELY 
guessed all this about such a creature, just by the SMELL
that you imagine from him, haven't you?

Wait!! You MUST see “Odin's Mysterious Birth” below.

T h e  6  T i r e d  Wo m e n : :   SEERs semi-divine
since oldest Human times, a primordial force of ETER-
NAL DRAG.  Seldom fun any more, in this kit physically
embodied  by:: The  6  Faces  of the Blank Stone Dice,
NONE  of which Gives A Shd about your problems ANY

MORE .   In this story,what are they tired of?? ..  Every
freaking psychic reading  they do is TA X E D ! !  .. The
Widdle Humans gotta get a Tax-Stamp-Ticket in town
by chopping wood and washing dishes!! Tips and be-
quests have stopped. .. Their little goat farms are falling
into ruin,  their l it tle Divination Chapels need every
chimney pointed, .. their Attics !MUST! be swept out
. . and ALL 6 Meditation Benches washed away  when
they didn't  have candles and accidentally conjured rain. ..
.. There's an Overlord, MITEY SEUSS, otherwise ignored

here, & forever utterly unknown  to history.
.. . . ..  . . ..  . . BUT: THEN Here Comes.. ..
..  . . ..  . . ..  . . !?GUESS WHO?! rowing up the river.
=>Wee Humans getting a *Systemic Solution* now<=

Guess Who won't             sacrifice             n o t h i n g   neither!
Wait!! You MUST see “Odin's Mysterious Birth” below.   

T H E  S U N : :   We do want to talk about the Sun, and 
with it introduce a few Game Play ideas with a Layout 
Board.  Listen up!  As i think you've guessed, this magic 
is a maze-like swamp of  strange small  things that all 
somehow seem logical.  But it shapes to a logic that 

is ous in our Natural Human Wisdoms. .. ..  1st Idea: 
In Standard Play, associate the Sun (for example) 
with THE P ICTURE ALONE of a card, ignoring its text. .. 
Suppose you chose LAYOUT  BOARD #1, which features 
a picture of the Sun, .. And suppose you wish to make
the Sun the reading's strong Energy Center. .. How 
about this?: Pull card “F” from the Vision Pool for 
it 's VISUAL similarity.  Your Lay-Out:  First card is 
“F” on the pic of the Sun and  the ancient glowing con-
ifer cone (which it looks like) multiplies the influence.  .. ..  
Compared with the card's text, i  see less connection in 
the “F:Fruit” metaphor but i needn't even look at it .
2nd Idea:   The picture side is that card's SOUL,  and 
you yourself, can think of 5-6 perfectly good reasons 
that makes sense. But a card's text side  is confusing, a 
Druid Riddle, named the card's “Doings”,  ..  Well it's a 
professional's Tarot Commentary, we might say it 's a 
Soul's alloy with the realm around, or we say it's our 
observations of a track that Soul makes in our world.
3rd Idea:  (This will  take multiple paragraphs.)  Did 
you do First-Time Set-Up .or. Read about it in Game 
Instructions?    If so, you've heard that the “ M ”  D i c e  
&  “ M ”  C a r d  (example) became “Legally Married”  
when stickers were put on the “M” Dice. ..  Wow:: With 
your help, each Singing Fish psychically transmitted its 
Song to its Mute Cube!! .. So make it fun, i told you: 
Imagine a Musical Ejaculation, ..  And so it's okay i said:
Imagine a Legal Ceremony.
What good do these thoughts do?:: Now your Meta phor 
Toolbox is loaded with: SNEAKING  AROUND  & WRETCHED

B ICKERING .  .. Wow, look what your dice might do:   Let's
say the first rock you grab is the =>“S=SEX” Dice<=  ..  
You toss.  More than half of the dice is on the “F” card!
You look it  up or you know: The text right on back of it
screams:: “SEX HUNGER”.. INDICATING  WHAT? some 
huge unforeseen complexity!! .. ..  In this magic meta-
phors multiply just as naturally as rabbits.

This is Tarot Layout Board 1 in this kit:

Do you feel resemblances to our Odin Story?
Do you feel many, & feel them strongly? 
Okay? This really IS an Odin picture.
There's the INLAND Rolling River,
!Ye Souls! Chap better be a Russo
Ferryman God, the way that
mountain flood rolls.
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There's Odin's Horse, of
course, straight & tall for any
exploit.  & i bet ten bucks that Sun
comes up in that riverside story sometime.
And so our magic's many small steps
 may weave a moving web of Vision on it.

: : O D I N ' S  B I R T H : :
: : T H E  S C A N D A L O U S  M Y S T E R Y : :

The Six Tired Women are NOT the Sexy, Chipper, Eager, 
Nimble WATER NYMPHS they once were.  No, it  gets old 
frankly. A point comes, it 's just NOT the good old GOAT 
MUSIC Days anymore.   Finally a t ime came, some thing 
horrible,  . .  fortunately long-forgotten now, ..  happened!!
OR: One day it was just too much!  Our 6 Water  Nymphs 
wangled nice Retirements,   . .  People in another myth took on 
the Satyrizing business.  They were Fortunetellers now.  {-Why?-} 
{-Better-sighted people are often the frisky ones. -}

It 's unclear how they got the deal  to be National Fortune -
tellers to the Six New Realms the Humans had pegged out 
with string around the World Tree, sensing something might  
become available to be divvied up. The idiotic  but ingen-
ious Humans wanted free fortunetelling so bad, they had Gnomes
sneak into all the goat sheds, and install sturdy big beds in ornate
picture windows.  After all, this stuff worked for the Regular Gods
upstairs, didn't it? ..  So it was the Humans, in their fond vision of 
those Gods' realm, .. Had the Gnomes build a Magic Fort between 
the Vision Pond & Public Path, brought traffic thru a narrow gate 
where merchants offered boiled foods, slowed to a leisurely 
single file until,: Entering the clearing, in sight of the Chapels, 
you sight the Pond, Trinkets became available. .…  At last the 6 
Meditation Benches where clients waited. Waited.
Yes, to OUR FABULOUS 6, life seemed complete at first, but 
their  less-reputable past  came back to haunt them! Their  
Past in the form of their HALF-MORTAL Son Odin's  EMBAR-
ASSING Mortal Right Eye!! Which they had simply hidden with 
a patch. Somehow, none of them was even sure which one of them
was his Birth Mother! Some had guessed if webbing had been on
his toes, it would have been the fishermen or sailors. There were 
lots of stories, even i remember some and i wasn't there.  But 
that whole summer will always be a blur. All True Fans of the 
whole sodden mess JUST WANT IT THAT WAY. ..=>For such is the

!!FONDEST ACCOLADE .of. TRICKSTER OUTLAW HEROES!!:
the legendary: Grossly Irregular Conception!

You understand, the Six Comfortable Deities were employed by the 
Idiotic Eager Humans.  Human volunteers fought each other with 
sticks to help at the farms.  They saw it all as advancing their Scheme
to divvy up this amazing D IVINE  WATER  that a search party found 
while grubbing around for grubs to eat for dinner one evening, Divine
Water flowing from regions far above.  Yes, =>Very Eager<= they 
were to ask the location of many herds they'd lost in a war they had 
with the Gnomes to figure out the scheme.

It  was utterly pure moisture collected by the World Tree's 
Conifer Needles far above, from the Moist Aether blowing from 
the Milky Way like a sea breeze there, where Regular Gods 
all built Hill Forts on huge volumes of dirt brought on the 
Winds,  forming a vast  swamp between them, that Aetheric 
Dew draining down here in a fold in World Tree's bark. 

NO NO NO!!  That piece is MUCH later.  Here i started in  
“Scandalous Birth” .. I just wandered over into: “Courageous 
Wager” .. As you know, “Wager” only happens after many strange 

adventures among the humans.

 > > BBIRTHIRTH  P PARTART 2 2:  :  By summer's end Odin is full size, leads a
pack of fierce forest carnivores with big teeth, .. Setting out, has
got a string down his back to pull the eye flap up and SURPRISE
people, .. For certainly, among Humans he MUST shift the obscur-
ing patch to his Immortal Left which sees thru it anyway. .. His
left eye has amazing powers. .. .. AND:: His mind will ALWAYS
turn toward making his ridiculous Human cousins just a little less
embarrassing to himself. .. .. .. .. That is the Mysterious Birth,
children. .. .. For BELIEVE THIS, DEARS:  ::  My dears, no
crumb of food you ever had in your mouth got in there, but by
the generosity of someone.

 >THE COURAGEOUS WAGER - PART 1:   Do you kno there
used to be a time, long ago,  WHEN HUMANS DID NOT HAVE any
ROADS & CARTS? .. Just paths. ... Did you know that? Did you? ..
Young Odin,  ..  When  JUST STARTING OUT, he  come along
and that got fixed.

Do YOU kno how? .. It was thru his Immortal Eye's FIRST GREAT

POWER. .. Leaving home, Odin discovered the eye could do this
right away, and we got carts. It came to be his biggest thing. ..  ..
He could just flip it open at people, say “whoop”, .. .. They all got
SMARTER!! .. The Humans got smarter! .. .. Once he “whooped” a
big clam-digging camp, and they invented boats! .. But this first
time we got carts.

And remember the Young Scamp's =>PACK OF FIERCE FOREST

CARNIVORES WITH BIG SHARP TEETH<=?? .. Remember them?
Yes! .. This is when our Old Bum learned:: The most help they'd
always be, in his mischief, was their DEEP FOREST CUNNING.

And, starting from home, at first Young Odin's just strolling down
the forest path, .. He has a crooked walking stick he kept tripping
on at first, and he's  wishing he'd brought sandwiches.  And of
course the CARNIVORE PACK ARE ALL AROUND  sneaking thru
the woods. .. .. !!SUDDENLY: there's A TREMENDOUS RACKET OF

SHOUTING Just Ahead. .. And they all hide.
A HUGE SUDUZUM PANTHER just creeps ahead, .. Another Big

Ruckus, .. Panther comes running back, shouting, “Not me! It's
Crazy Humans!” and explained a cunning plan for Young Odin
to go ahead, and yell if he needs help.  So he did.

It was a Farming Camp!!  Just an ordinary Farming Camp, ..
but as we said, this is Summer's End. .. So what are they doing?
.. PACKING TO GO HOME. .. Yes! .. But we all kno people get
buzzy then, right? .. And they've just gone insane. .. By the  path
there's a big TURTLE-SHAPE ROCK there, .. And like it was a
huge cart, they're shoving the kids and cargo up top, .. And the
young women are shouting up to the kidders, “Hold on tight it's
downhill”. .. And all the young men are screaming to get pepped
up, right? .. They were shoving it with sticks.  This is true.

Have you guessed what happened next?  Being rather new to
Humans, Young Odin, wrongly thinks an Immortal Eye MIGHT
understand it if he flips the flap up, so he does. .. .. And what
he starts to say was “oh my word”,  but they said that  “Woopa-
Goodle” .. And on “Woopa” he felt a beam like Moon Light come
out his Left Eye, .. .. They all stopped.

The kids stayed up there out of trouble while they worked.
They decided to carve all the wheels from some giant clam shells
they had, .. And quite quickly they had all the withies laid out cut,
and  the rope turned, .. .. And suddenly the camp's old people knew
all the knots there are, .. And off they went in six wagons, loving
each other and never repeating the same mistake.

 And so remember Kidders, good by accident is still good.
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 >THE COURAGEOUS WAGER - PART 2:  My dear ones, this is
the part we always hear the same because it is Holy for its Love,  ..
We also always TELL this part the same, as you certainly might
after you've heard it enuf, yes? .. And we all hope understanding
grows among us. .. You ALL already kno that, thank you.

So you understand, we may recite IF we do our best, but we shall
not ever explain any of it, not ever.  With my hopes and thanks to
ALL the Good Gods, i shall now, again, do my best.

 :..  I am the torrent of the river, ..::.. I am 
 the lightening of the storm, .. .::. ..  I am the 
 eagle of the ledge, .. .::. .. The flash from the 
 sun, .. .:. .. The beauty of the flowers, .. .: 
 :. The roaring of the bear, .. .. The fish in 
 its teeth, .. .::. .. The bee, the arrow flight 
 of battle, .. .::. .. The hut by the mooring 
 by the lake, .. .:. .. The light gathering on 
 the hills, ...:... The fire behind the eyes, ..: 

 :. .. The whispering of knowledge, .. .:
:. .. The light rising from the hills, ..:
:. .. Such am I for six ages : Odin .. .:

 >THE COURAGEOUS WAGER - PART 3:  My dear ones, there's
a !NAUGHTY VERSION! .. Of “Courageous Wager!!  It  can't
be true!!! .. .. It's NAUGHTY, but it explains EVERYTHING YOU
WANT TO KNO about the story. .. .. I heard it from a naughty
girl from Bomoga-Bamia-Land, a naughty place,  when i was a
little child myself. .. Everything you want to kno. .. .. It's NOT
TRUE, of course, because it's SO naughty.  Fun!  Okay?

**WOAH*.. I'VE BEEN REASONING WITH YOU

THRU PLAY, but It's Over Now*
We do !NOT! have a “VARIOUS MAGIC SPELLS” section.  Friend, 
LOOK: .. ?Do you actually believe that the Harry Potter Hogwarts 
Library, if it were real, could somehow actually contain all of the 
various magic spells?  Really?? .. Ridiculous idea! .. Sorry. You're 
new here aren't you?  Well, this toy's in YOUR hands now.  And 
this can be compared to self-training in Star Trek Warp Drive.

=> And we've RUN OUT OF SPACE <=
Yes, i'm Medic Corporal, still here, but no more Rules will be 

promulgated out of my lectern at this time. .. Look, seriously Pal,  
This Oracle might be your Basic Training in Psychic Arts, .and/or:. 
Might be the one that rockets you to Teaching Successfully some-
where. ..&: Any/All of those 2 would AUTOMATICALLY award you
=>$$200-Gazillion-Billion$$ Points<=, this game's biggest prize.

>>Open the decorated box, .See >What you've got?, >What the
pieces are?, and >How you'll do better work with it than you're
doing now? ..?Whaddafiggazzle?..  *FREE-SOURCE FRIENDLY DIVINA-
TION* >Figure it out.  People have died for this & it can't hurt.

All the big babies are put to bed. .. What's left below is just
the Text that fell off the Cards, Links and Odd Packets.
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~ Extracted Doings ~

~ Web Links ~

>> “The Simple Tarot” :: My 1st Tarot, in Game Crafter.
>> Type this in a browser's address line::

www.stoneriley.com/buysimpletarotdeck 

>> “Spirit Hill Tarot” :: My 2nd Tarot, in Game Crafter.
>> Type this in a browser's address line::

www.stoneriley.com/buyspirithil ltarotdeck

>> “Alphabeticon Fortuntelling Tool” :: My 3rd & VERY 
LAST Tarot, in Game Crafter.

>> Type this in a browser's address line::

www.stoneriley.com/get3rdtarot 

>> My Tarot Reader's Handbook ::
> . I think i've figured out how to explain this book,.. In a

nutshell, in Today's  Terms, .. to you, my friend  .. ..  I'll
even magically personalize it with question marks::

> . ???..Did you know the Tarot Sun is much like Zen and
Kundalini..??? 

>> Type this in a browser's address line::

https://stonerileydruidclassroom.files.wo
rdpress.com/2021/04/rileys-free-tarot-
handbook.pdf    

>> My blog “Stone Riley Druid Classroom”
> . One major hope, is that you will be astonished.
>> Type this in a browser's address line::

www.stoneriley.com/druidclassroom 

>> “Imagine The Town Of Cards Spread” :  Explanation 
of a popular easy style of Tarot Reading.

> . A segment in a big concentrated blog post  “Psychic 
Fair 2020” which is absolutely an Information Mine 
about Tarot. .. For it reports on a major psychic fair. 
So you might enjoy scrolling up & down. .. >> 

Type this in a browser's address line::

https://stonerileydruidclassroom.wordpre
ss.com/2020/08/03/psychic-fair-
2020/#TownCardSpread 

>> “Hero's Journey” : Also a part of the fair report, this is
about a session with an extraordinary client.

> . To put that Tarot session in a nutshell ::  The Human
stepped out of my tent's flap up onto Hero Road.

>> Type this in a browser's address line::

https://stonerileydruidclassroom.wordpress.
com/2020/08/03/psychic-fair-
2020/#HerosJourney 

>> “Psychic Fair 2020” :  The whole report on the fair.
>> Type this in a browser's address line::

https://stonerileydruidclassroom.wordpre
ss.com/2020/08/03/psychic-fair-2020/  

>> “Electro-Divination” : A menu of Software Oracles.
> . These "toys" were basic research for this long project.  

I only have a few but the menu has some discussion.
> . We'll mention machine intelligence again soon.
>> Type this in a browser's address line::

https://stonerileydruidclassroom.wordpress.
com/2020/11/24/documents-for-the-reader-
book-overview/#ElectroDivination 

B I B L I O M A N C Y
D IVINATION  W ITH  A BOOK  INSTEAD  OF  LETTERS .

MAYBE: You can do it with These Documents.
It's very often done with books of Holy Scripture, .. But  it's also
done with a novel “Ulysses” .. a great philosophical novel, .. 
with a little ritual over coffee sometimes, by that book's quite
devout devotees. .. Other hand, i bet $10 it will hardly work at 
all with a Star Wars or Sherlock Holmes novel.  ?With this mess?

The Bibliomancy Mental Process is exactly like my “Guide To
Life”.  But Calling The Oracle is different, there done by Naked
Mind, and now by Fingertip. :: :: With your EYES SHUT, open
your book where it wishes and send Fingertip for a word or phrase. 
Take that back into the Mental Process.

With this mess? Surely your book must talk your language 
and =>give you a fair full picture of our lives.<= .. STILL 
curious?

.. Try to figure out what else your book needs,  make a guess 
if these Documents will do it for you well enuf to be useful, .. 
and then TRY IT. .. I give it 50-50 odds, but i'll bet $10 bucks.

~ Notes On The History Of Human Story ~
Humans, well, ..  The last thing i did, my Friend, just
before typing this, was reading an excellent report in
The Science News, .. .. About a Better Understanding
of HOW OUR MINDS WORK. .. .. (Believe me, we'll get
to Stories pretty soon.)
.. A serious researcher is flopping serious Research Evi -
dence about our brains' functioning on the table.
.. The Bold Scientist, rebelling stoutly against a stup -
efyingly stupid &AND =>Factually Incorrect<= Current
Theory, .. .. Boldly says::
.. The CONSCIOUS PART of us is SPUN & WOVEN BY THE

ELECTRO-MAGNETIC FIELD, a little like magnets, ..  ..  So to
say,  Consciousness  is  spun and woven by countless
Magnets, so to say, that yer countless Neuron Cells con-
trol & modulate inside of yer head, .. Thus broadcast-
ing out almost like Radio does,
.. Your Neuron Cells playing your music in active pre-
sence  with  others  playing  theirs,  ..  ..  Rebel  Scientist
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says, .. .. And Thought is also different from Radio, .. ..
For thru QUANTUM WEIRDNESS:: .. When Thought touches
out, you touch out thru UNKNOWN DISTANCES,  ..
all  around inside and out of yer head.  And fur ther-
more, you touch thru unknown DIMENSIONS.
.. Our stout Rebel's saying Consciousness is NOT woven
by their  Simpler  Functions,  ..  functions  like  Computer
Machines, ..  .(altho this is marvelous too).  ..  which our
poor under-rated Neurons also do, ..  ..  No, Conscious-
ness is NOT that simple & flat.
 .. No, We Humans ARE NOT the Prejudiced Fascist
STEREOTYPE of our BADLY-PROGRAMED ROBOTS!! ..
..  I  mean, think of their situation for  Mercy's sake. ..
And we're not them.
 .. I mean, our hearty Neuron Cells do Machine Work  IN
ADDITION to voyaging the COSMIC SEA OF UNIVERSAL CON-
SCIOUSNESS.  ..  ..  Not too shabby for a child molded and
moldered by Mother Nature of Earth.

=>??.SO WHAT ABOUT HUMAN STORIES.??<=
What does this bold science say to us about that?

Well, First:: What i just told's a pretty dmn good story,  ..
Profound too .. isn't it?? .. .. And MAYBE that is helpful
to The FUTURE, maybe yes? ..
.. Possibly that is a Scientific Insight that's cosmic enuf to
build a whole Fundamental Reassessment of OUR PLACE
in HOLY UNIVERSE on it, maybe.?!!? .. Yes? .. .. Oh yes,
i fervently hope from Science thus a TRUER TELLING of
the deep long tragico-hilarious saga “OUR STORY”.
.. And also, i plan to say more explicitly about Human 
Story in later paragraphs.

~ All The Cards' Text ~
Note: This highlighting .. is about telling stories.

Blank Stone .. Your question should not be answered
..  For  you,  ..  at  this  moment  ?in the  flow of  Universal
Time? Of course, you are gaining wisdom, so.. ??perhaps
you  understand??   ?Doing  Story?   Here's  your  Sacred
Empty Starting In-Drawn Breath.

1: One .. The unity of everything. ..  Love  is  a l l  there
is .  ..  ..  From  the  poem  “Reawaking”::  “Why  do  these
hearts  of Humans  ..  reach  so  far  out  beyond  their
ken?  . .  Why  does an earthly soul forswear its bonds, ..
to  journey forth  and  commune  there with  Gods?  ..
There are no mortals, no gods. .. There is no earth and
sky! ..  There is no one but One Forever Singing.”  .. ..  ?
Doing  story?  Now>  Some  sort  of  Humanish  Being  ..
separates  from  Silence  and  Self-Declares,  at  very  least
its  Name,  ..  from  which,  of  course,  at  once,  the  Trail
Ahead begins spooling out.

2: Two .. The hunger of all things ; Opposites attract;
Inside or out, if there are boundaries there’s force and
life. .. From the poem “Journey To The West”: .. Love is

not the thing, nor hate; not victory nor defeat.  .. What -
ever guides my fate, whatever it may be that lures me on ,
whatever it may be, ..  it is not anything that I can know
so as to name. .. .. .. ?doing story? =>2nd Humanish Being
must be something like gender-opposite, in some way oppo-
site 1st Being’s most intimate tasty flesh, a sweet Human
Song. .. Here conjure Human Story’s Power of Beauty from
any the most tender hope, pain and joy.

3: Three ..  The Fullness of all things ; Re-Union!  In rich
dimensions, All Things are always kin, one to another.  ..
..  ..  ..  ?doing story? =>Some myth-like, good, decent,
metaphor symboling Our Parents’  Copulation,  there at
Trail’s End,  their drowsy bed, tidy house, small garden,
all’s now fulfilled, till later.

A: Apple ..  An apple is bright,#and juicy, and there are
seeds inside that will grow. .:.  Ancient Sex Puns:: When
you hold a bright juicy apple in your hand, think how sweet
it is, .. and think how the taste of it will lift your spirits.
And there are seeds inside the apple too!  Those seeds ev-
entually can grow and bear fruit of their own. .. .. Things
are going well, My Friend, and there is even more to come.
.:.  Old  Soldier  sez::  You  should  be  glad. As  in  myth,
you’ve  caught  a  Golden  Apple  of  Hesperides,  the
outcome’s going to be the luck you wished.  ..  So Here’s
Some Free Advice: .. !You Better Pay It Back! .. Whatever
Good you doing the World, .. Do More.

B: Ball Games ..  Look at the pic!! ..  Is that a METEOR
Hurtling at you from The Sky? .. NO!!  .. instead, look
down: .. Your Tense Hands are grasping a stick-like object, ..
If you do exactly right, your team gets: 2 SIDES OF BEEF,
free sex, & the !Famous Antler Trophy! .. ?What To Do?? ..
Do !!YOUR BEST GUESS!! .. That’s where you are now.

C: Cup ..  You look down in a cup. .. Behold Soul arising
in the tea or water. .. The rippling vision changes.  When
you look down into a cup of drink, your own face may be
seen deep inside.  It may seem your soul is looking at you,
ready to speak.  Then if your breath touches the surface it
may all ripple and change.  New times are going to begin
for you with a message, from some surprising place.  Listen
for the message.  You yourself will change.

D: Delivery Room ..  It's like you gave birth.  You did good.
Please rest, then go ahead.  When a woman gives birth, she
is giving up a burden.  She finishes a long job, and makes
the world a richer place.  So forget your worries, and your
old ways of getting by.  Now you have the power to finish
your work, and give something fine to the world.   People
who know you will be grateful.  Finish what you're doing
then rest awhile, then later go ahead.

E: Eggs ..  New things will SOON begin, so now get clean
and well.  Get ready to burst from your shell.  Think of a
chick taking shape inside an egg, just a day or so before
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it’s due to hatch.  It’s making itself into the thing it ought
to be and soon it will even discard its shell.  Take care of
anything that’s  bothering your  conscience, give up bad
habits that hurt you, and get ready to bloom.

F: Fruit ..  You’re tired and dusty hiking along a trail.  
Suddenly you come to a beautiful lake.  Take off all your
clothes, all of them.  Step in where the water laps at the 
shore,  Breathe into yourself deeply, and lie down.  Now 
you must open your secret nature.  Relax, let Deep Soul 
rise, let it light all dishonesties in how you feel and act, 
Call Soul’s Voice to wake you.  You still have a way to 
go, work to do, so let the real inner person help you.

G: Greed ..  Nobody likes a miser.  So Think About It.  No
one likes a miser who keeps his fist tight on all his pos -
sessions and always wants more.  No one wants to help
him so he is always afraid and keeps getting hurt.  Yes,
you should be careful about things you do but you can't
keep such a tight hold on everything.  Look at the reasons
why you do things; you may be your own worst enemy.
But i don’t know.  Who am i to judge?

H: Help ..  Open honest partnership is wonderful.  Two 
people who help each other are real partners;  Each gives 
whatever they can to the other,  so both are stronger and 
happier than before.  You can't demand things from your
partner that you don't need,  or force things on them they 
don't need,  but if you're both careful about that,  then you
will be very good for each other.

I: Island ..  You are alone, so tend your own garden. Pic-
ture yourself alone on an island; a ship will come some -
day but till then you're on your own.  Barriers stand in
the way which you can't get around.  But really this is
good; you can learn to use the strength and resources you
already have.  Tend your own garden like Robinson Crusoe
did and put your things in order.  Watch for new things
to arrive.  Learn to know yourself.  Be patient.

J: Jack ..  Jack was a strong brave boy who brought home 
a treasure and Became A Man. .. Jack was a strong brave 
boy. .. He climbed a magic vine up through the clouds 
where he found a giant's castle, the same giant who had
killed his father and stolen away the family treasure long 
before. .. He got through dangers, (the giant nearly killed 
him) ..  soon he took the treasure back and carried it home,
to his mother's joy. .. That's how Jack became a man.

L: Lake ..  Lie down in the beautiful water and let your
true soul rise up to the surface.   You’re tired and dusty
hiking along a trail.  Suddenly you come to a beautiful
lake.  Take off all your clothes, all of them.  Step in where
the water laps at the shore,  Breathe into yourself deeply,
and lie down.  Now you must open your secret nature.
Relax, let Deep Soul rise, let it light all dishonesties in
how you feel and act,  Call Soul’s Voice to wake you.  You

still have a way to go, work to do, .. so let the real inner
person help you.

M: Moon .. ~The astonishing mystery of birth and death.
~Kind loving care.  ~Good deeds are fulfilled. ..  In the
oldest wisdom of our human race, the Moon is seen as the
visible face of Deepest Mystery, which is the miracle of
endless birth and death.   So in our human lives it  is  a
sign of wise and loving care for one another.  Its gentle
light promises that good deeds are fulfilled, for time does
come ripe.  Your work and care will be rewarded soon.
This is a good time to be with family and friends.

N: Natural ..  Drastic Change is Natural, so now become
your Natural Self.  Nature is powerful, passionate, and
always changing; birth, growth, and death are everywhere
in all things.  Your situation has changed drastically so
now you must decide what is important  and harness your
energy to the job.  Awaken your power, passion and desire
and let them guide you: Like a Natural Human Being.

O: Oh No! .. Total terrible surprise.  Don't give up.  Acci-
dent, illness, or injury, maybe for you or maybe for your
plans.  This is the last thing in the world you wanted.  You'll
have to stretch to overcome this setback but you'll learn
a lot if you really try.  You can learn why it  happened.  Get
ready for the unexpected, work hard and don't give up.

P: Plant ..  The life of plants is slow and still.  Patience is
strong.  This is a time when you should be like that.  Be
very careful what you say.  Don't try to start new things.
Don't insist on what you want.  Let people stand back.
Keep tight hold on your temper and let your plans wait.
You can't accomplish much in this situation, but you can
grow as a person by learning patience.

Q: Quick ..   Quick actions, quick feelings, quick under-
standing;  At this time quickness in everything is right.
Look at things and you’ll  see what you need to know.
Speak your mind freely and you will mostly speak the truth.
Follow your impulses and you will do good.   Work that
has waited a long time can be finished suddenly, and new
work can get a solid start.

R: Ride ..  You’re being carried to a new good place.   You
do not need to come back.  You're being taken away some-
where; it will be  a pleasant journey to a good place.  This
might be physical travel or maybe your whole mental out-
look is completely changing.  Then again, it  sometimes
means  the soul's journey into the next world.  Take along
the good things that you have; just  leave behind your
trash and worn out clothes.

S: Sex ..  Tender passion.  Be together now, with another
person or with yourself.  Male Humans, peculiar creatures,
are almost always ready for a go, .. Ask Momma Nature
why, .. but  Females,  for very good reasons, more often
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want to have things right first.  Sex is best when the part-
ners open both their Gates of Passion and Kindness; then
they are FREE to be WHOLE together.   This is the right
relationship for you now, maybe with another person, or
maybe.. the different people in yourself.  Look into your
stress and conflicts now, and let them dissolve into this
happy peace, thereby success will come.

T: Tree ..   Reach deep for power. Stand up tall.  Stretch
out to the light.  Roots reach down into the Earth, power
flows up through them and through the tall strong trunk
into the limbs, the limbs reach out to hold green leaves in
the Sun.  You can be like that if you reach deep for power
and stand up tall.  You might sway when the wind blows
but the courage in you will not break.  Whatever happens
outside, however the fight turns out, you can win inside
yourself and victory will be sweet.

U: Up ..  Leaping up into a lucky new life.  The Sun leaps
up into the sky and everything gets bright.  You are leap-
ing up into a wonderful new time of your life.  Maybe this
is such a big surprise that your old situation suddenly
seems very far away and very small.  Maybe you don't
know what to do now.   First look around to see things
from your new viewpoint, see the chances that are open-
ing up.  Then trust your luck and leap again.

V: Vestibule ..  You're in the vestibule, the waiting room.
The door will open later so you can go on through but for
now you have to wait.   You should use this time to look
back at the way you came.  Think about the things that
you've seen and thought and done, all of them;  that will
get you ready for the time when your turn finally comes.

W: Walk ..   Step by step, moving gradually ahead.  It's
time for you to take a step and then another step; you
should walk gradually ahead.  This is how you can finish
the work that needs to be finished and start new tasks.
Your situation will  change and get  better  if  you make
the  effort.   If  you start  out  now you can find a better
place and you won't have to come back.  W is for Walk,
Walk,  Walk, [-repeated 13 times-].   In the end, it will
be as good as if you’d caught a ride.

X: The Unknown .. In the dead of night you open your
eyes,  and  there  is  blackness.  Should  you  be  afraid?
Should  you  feel  safe?   There  are  things  you  cannot
know,  hidden  forces  at  work.  Maybe  time  will  clear
this up, like your eyes adjusting to the dark, and maybe
everything will turn out fine.  Or not.   But maybe this is
one of  those times when we make ourselves  blind just
simply out  of fear and  fate is  going to make you face
your fear at last.  Maybe.  Either way, seek innocence
and have courage.

Y: You .. You are the center of what’s happening now.
Be good and everything around you will be good.  .. You
are the center of what's happening now.  Do the best  you

can.   Be  the  best  human  being  you  can  be  and
everything else will be good.  So give yourself a hug.

Z: Zodiac .. The great belt of stars that circles the Earth
reflects everything in this world just like a mirror.   It is
said  that  a  person  who  learns  the  wisdom  of  the
zodiac  can have everything that's  actually  important
in life.  Life has brought you to a point where everything
is  yours  to  en joy  and  unders tand.   Enjoy  the
rewards  of  your  success.   Be grateful,  generous and
happy.  Look back and understand the#way you came,
then look ahead.

~ Notes On The History Of Human Magic ~
Humans, well .. .. 

~ A Final Odd Packet ~
Well, i'm off to the Dentists' Shop of Horrors this

morning. .. .. NOW: Inwardly:  You probably don't
care, do you? .. I really am here & you really are there

but .. =>IN CURRENT CULTURE<= .. usually we don't
even quite believe a Living Person is here, if out of
hand's reach, .. .. For indeed this culture really is

packed with greedy fakes. .. Compare such as
that with a wise Native saying in this land,

that we MUST be actively aware of folk,
forward & back, thru 7 generations.

Well IMO:, our PSYCHIC POWERS are OBVIOUSLY
Evolved, .. Thru Divine Nature, on Divine Earth,
To::  HELP US WITH THAT VERY PROBLEM,

(among many other evolution advantages)

~ So End The Shts & Pgs Of Alphabeticon ~
~ Dear Reader,  We All  Hope Your Excursion ~

~ Has Been Unique,  Fun & Astonishing.-sr.~
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